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Well, of course, again thatis purely a

Beginning (10:25) If God did it , If God planned it He could plan it any way he

wanted and when bb had a good plant hH e might as well keep using it than to make

an entirely different one . According to their idea if it came about natural there is

k no purpose in it there is no God in it and then you have to find causes. Julian

Huxley says all accident until he gets to man. Now we have a mind.

Well, the Bible doesn't say anything about it much. We know that God created

the world, that He created animals, plants . He created animals and He created

man. How many different elements the Bible does not tell us. As I understand

it there are dozens of different types of protein of the essential acids that are in

protein which are extremely and to say there was just enough lightning

at just the right places to cause all of these at once. Well, it could happen but

the fact that they might make one or two is a long step . If they did make all of

them

(8:75)

Beginning at (7:75) I think Dr. Mason has an excellent point there we should
investigation

never oppose research . God said conquer the earth and suhjue it but we should

both jump to different conclusions in making conclusions without evidence and

in every phase people are doing it . Even so -how are you going to get all of these

enzymes . Will lightning make all of these enzymes . You might get something that

had some of the factors of light whether these sustaining organs could reproduce itself

It is like they use to say that all hundred monkeys strumming on typewriters would

never make all the books in the British Museum. Now some say yes they would
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